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The first of a series of smalltexperiments was performed as part of the process of
developing a standardized performance criterion for journeyman enroute traffic
controllers. The finally daxelopet performance measurement system will be used in
personnel research such as (t-ht evaluati 4,.d6f potential aptitude testslas to their
capacity to predict suitability for ent4rance into training.

The criterion measure will be based on the use of realistic dynamic simulation of
the radar air traffic control situation. The completed measurement system will be
required to possess reliability, objectivity, and relevance of measurement of per-
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lems which are different but proven to be of equivalent difficulty level.
1rhe-purpose of this first experiment was to seeidirections for theý cnnstructiA" of-
dlfferent but equally difficult (parallel) forms of the test by using combinations
of sector geographic structures and traffic density levels. Two sectois, which
iffered widely in geographic scructure, and three traffic density levels were

orthogonally combined to yield six experimental conditions. Six experienced air
traffic controllers worked under each of the six conditions in the air traffic!4!..
o'1ktrol simulator. The results indicated that performance scores were much less
ffected by sector structure than by traffic density. Consequently, it was accepted
s a guideline for further work that parallel forms can be built on the basis of

traffic density level equivalence olone. This will simplify development of parallel
* forms of tlhu criterion measure.
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND.

The experiment being reported herein is one of a series of small experiments
having the overall objective of developing a criterion measutement system
appropriate for the position of enroute air traffic control specialist in the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The criterion measurement system which

is being developed will be hereafter referred to as the CPM, for Controller
Performance Measurement system. It will be based on the use of dynamic real-
time simulation of the air traffic control system.

Dynamic air traffic control system simulators are usually used for equipment
and system evaluations and comparisons. They have only once, it is believed,
been used to objectively measure individual controller performance, prior to
the experiment being reported upon here. That previous experiment was reported
upon in 1969 by National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center (NAFEC)
(rcLf:rcnc,- I.

The uses to which such a measurement system could be applied are many and
varied. One oi the more urgent needs it could fill is that of an objective
performance criterion measure against which to validate (i.e., determine the
predictive ability of) aptitude teats for air traffic control personnel. (For
a discussion of the history of aptitude testing in air traffic control, as
well as the other areas in which criteria are needed, see reference 2.)

In order to be used for any purpose, certain characteristics and options must
be demonstrably present in the finally developed system. Among these are con-

f tent validity, test-retest reliability, and the availability of parallel forms.
(For a discussion of these and other requirements to be met in criterion meas-

ure development, see reference 3.)

PURPOSE.

The particular experiment being reported upon here had the purpose of exploring

one method of constructing parallel forms. Parallel forms of a measurement
system are "editions" of the test which cover the same substance but with
different material (e.g., items, questions) and are of approximately equal

difficulty. The purpose of parallel forms is to make available different, but

equal, tests should retesting be required, and also to prevent the population

from learning the substance of the test as such.
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DISCUSSION

MET IHOD OF 0APPROACH.

Iiic technical method of approach in develuping the UPM test is to design and
try out several sets of traffic samples for use in air traffic control simu-
lation in order to form a standa.'ized testing instrument. This involves the
working out of a set of measures which can be used in normative distributions.

Figure I shows the test environmient with two controllers working in the NAFEC
dynamic air traffic control simulator. The controllers worked the sami. sector
and handled the identical sample of traffic, which was separately fed to them
by the simulator. They worked without assistant controllers so that all results
would be attributable to them as individuals. The traffic was generated by a
large-scale digital simulator and directed by simulator (perators who represented
pilots in the real air traffic control (AT) system. The "pilots" and the
controllers communicated over simulated radio frequencies. In this particular
experiment, a broadband system with shrimphoat tracking was simulated (see
figure 1).

The computer recorded aircraft events which were reflective oi the sate and
expeditious movement of air traffic. At the end of an hour, the computer

printed out a summary of performance measure scores based on aircraft
events. The performance measures used are listed and defined later in
this chapter. In addition to the performance measures, heart rate was
taken during every run.

IIYPOTI1ES IS.

The hypothesis of experiment I was that it would be possible to build equiva-
lent forms of the traffic sample test by relying on the interaction of sector-
structure complexity and traffic density level. What it was believed might

occur can be best explained through use of figure 2. In this figure, it can
be seen that there might be combinations of the level of traffic (in terms,
say, of number of aircraft to be serviced per hour), and the geographic complexity
of the sector (conceptually, the number of routes to be watched, the number
of intersections involved, and the geographic size) which might appear quite
different, but would yield the same average level of score and thus represent
different tests of equivalent difficulty. The design of experiment 1, then,
was based on the concept illustrated in figure 2, except that two, not three,
sector structures were used.

PROCEDURE.

For this pilot study, six qualified enroute air traffic controllers from the
NAFEC evaluation group served as subjects. Every subject worked in every
sector/traffic-level combination condition, of which there were six. TWo
sector structures were chosen so as to represent broad differences in normal
sector structures. These sectors were chosen from a large library of sectors
available at NAFEC from a previous project which had had contact with many
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s,'ctors iron all over thie country. The sector maps appear in figure 3. Three,
trat II- density le vels were chosen, which are describable either as 40, 50,
and 60 air-rait to he handled per hour, or, as 8 aircraft present at all times,
10 airc-ralt present at all times, and 12 aircraft presznr at all times (in
approximate ternms).

lhe experimtntal design is presentLed in table 1. It is definable as a split
plot factorial p.qr type design in the terminology of Kirk (reference 4, p. 300).

111( six subjcts were divided randomly into two groups of three each so as to

provilce a control for the Lime order in which they would work the two different

scctors. Groop 1 worked sector 14 first, then sector 16. Group 2 worked

ý;ec~or 1i first, then sector 14. The order of encountering the three densities

was counterbalanced, as may be seen in the table, in that the letters a through
i represent the order in which each subjecr encountered the six conditions.

The experlnmotal sessions were 1 hour and 15 minutes long; 15 minutes for

warmup and I hour during which data were taken.

MEASURES.

TWo types of measures were used: performance measures, which were made up of
various, ,data elements; and t~he heart rat¢- measure.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES.

hlea Elements. Light basic performance data elements were combined with

2 traffic sample parameters to make a set of 10 performance measures. The

combinations were such as to create more meaningful measures. Generally, the

effect was to convert the measure to a proportion of possible outcomes of a

given type.

The basic data elements are defined as follows:

i. Number at Contlictions. Conflictions were violations of the separation

standard, which was in this instance, "less than 4.50 nautical miles (nmi)
and 950 feet." The computer recorded and counted these.

2. Number ui Delays. The computer counted the number of delays to aircraft
in the following manner:

a. Start time delays. These delays were of aircraft not allowed to

begin their flight at their scheduled start time. A 90-second "fudge" factor

was pro'ided in each instance to cover delay by the simulated adjacent sector

controller and insure that this did not impinge on the subject controller's
score.

b. Hold delays. These delays were of aircraft flying in the system

airspace which were given a hold message by the test controller. They entered

the classical "racetrack" holding pattern.

5
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TAB1I.! -. I.EXtERIfd>NTAL DESIGN

Irat fic )ens it y Crotip Sector 14 Sector 16

S;ubj ect * Subject *

40 flights 1 a 1 d

per hour 2 b 2 e
3 c 3

4 d 4 a
5 C 5 b
6 f 6 c

50 flights 1 1) 1
per hour 2 C 2 f

3 a 3

2 4 e 4 b

6 d 6 a

60 flights . 1 1 f
per hour 2 " 2 d

3 b 3 e

S4 f 4 c
5 d5 11
6 e 6 b

*'lie letters a through f represent the order in which each subject encountered
the differeAt conditions.

7
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c. Turn delays. These delays were recorded whenever an aircratt was
given a heading change, the intent of which was to make more room or "strdtch"
the path of the subject aircraft. It provided for "Make a 360...." type
delays. In order to allow for normal turning aliong an airway or leaving a
holding pattern, the turn had to be greater than 100 seconds in duration, or
approximately 300', to be counted as a delay.

3. Cumulative Delay Time. This was the stum of the duration of all of the
events desetibed above (2 a, b, and c) (Delays) expressed in seconds.

4. Number of Completed Flights. This was the total of controlled flights
which were changed from the active frequency to a handoff frequency. Thus,
the number of aircraft which transited the sector to a position of "completion"
was recorded.

5. Number of Air/Ground Contacts. This was the total number of messages
initiated by the subject controller.

6. Cumulative Air/Ground Communications Time. This was the duration in
seconds of all of the subject's messages to controlled aircraft.

7. Number of Aircratt Hlandled. This was the sum of all controlled aircraft
confronted and accepted by the subject in the hour-long sample. This included
those aircraft which had entered the sector and had not transited to points
of completion.

8. Idents. This was the number of times the pilot was requested by the con-
troller to verify his identity by beacon.

9. Number of Aircraft in the Sample. This was the total number of aircraft

in the traffic sample. lt differs from 7 in that the subject: may not have
accepted all of the aircraft handed off to him from the adjacent sector in
the sample,.t

10. Number of Completable Flights. This was the number cf flights, deter-
mined beforehand, which could reasonably be expected to reach their destinations
or be handed off before the data hour ended.

Performance Measures. The performance measures are combinations of the
above data elements, The elements are placed into ratios, or other combina-
tions or permutations for more meaningful measurement. For example. Measure 1

is obtained by dividing Data Element 1 by Data Element 7. (For a discussion
of this point, see reference 1.) The measures are defined as follows:

I. Number of Conflictions/Number of Aircraft Handled.

Data Element 1
Data Element 7

8i



2. Number of Conflictions/Number of Delays.

Data Element 1
Data Element 2

3. Number of Delays/Number of Aircraft in Sample.

Data Element 2

Data Element 9

4. Cumulative Delay Time/Number of Aircraft in Sample.

Data Element 3

Data Element 9

5. ';inber of Completed Flights/Number of Completable Flights.

Data Element 4
Data Element 10

6. Number ot Contacts/Number of Aircraft Handled.

Data Element 5

Data Element 7

7. Communication Time/Number of Contacts.

Data Element 6
Data Element 5

8. Number of Aircraft Handled/Number of Aircraft in Sample.

Data Element 7
Data Element 9

9. Correlation Hold-Delay Transformation.

This is the product-moment correlation coefficient computed on
the basis of data points every 10 minutes within the data hour using Data
Elements 3 and 7 and transformed using the z transform.

1.0. Surplus Idents.

Data Element 8 minus Data Element 9.

9l
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HEART RATE LMLASURE. The above are the pc,.tormance measures. Another measure-
ment taken was the heart rate of the controllers while working the traffic
problems in the simulator. heart rate was measured for each subject during
each run, and the heart rate measure was also subjected to the analysis of
variance. Ileart rate is well accepted as a measure of effort, at least of
physical effort, and to some extent of generalized effort and pressure. Heart
rate is elevated over its normal resting rate in pressure situations. It vas
of interest here as a measure of workload.

The procedure used was the taking of a resting heart rate before the actual
experimental run, and then the monitoring of the heart rate during the hour-
long run. The heart rate for the hour run was divided by the number of minutes
the run lasted (60) to get the average heart rate during the run. Then the
difference (presumably the amount of elevation) between the heart rate at
rest and the heart rate at work with the particular traffic sample/sector
situation was computed and used as one piece of data conr.erning the run.

* RESULLS

PERFORMANCE DATA.

GENERAL. A simplified experimental design is shown in table 2. The basic
data for each subject, which will later be discussed statistically, can be

* seen in histogram form in figure 4 for each of the 10 performance measures.
The sector/density combination means and standard deviations are also given.

In general, the results indicate that the hypothesis of interaction between
sector and density in affecting performance was not sustained. There was little
difference shown in the measures between the two sectors. Great difference was
shown between the three levels of traffic. It appears that construction of
sector structure/density combinations is not available, or UeLessary, as a
route to the goal of comparably difficult traffic problems, but rather that

the use of comparable traffic density levels with almost any representative
sector structure would be adequate to the purpose. This information will
serve to guide future steps in the process of criterion development but will,
of course, come under review and validation as the process continues. It
should be pointed out that this finding does not deny differences among field
traffic control sectors; they differ in both traffic density and structure,
simultaneously and irregularly. The two factors were varied independently
and regularly in this experiment.

STATISTICAL TREATMENT. The basic experimental design was discussed earlier.
The role of this experiment as a probe in a larger pursuit, rather than as an
end in itself, explains the small number of subjects and number of runs under
the various conditions, Within these limitations, the analysis of variance
was performed on the measures. Two analyses were done. In the first, the
original design, a "groups" factor based on the order or sequence in which
the subjects encountered the two sectors, was included. In the second, after

10
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TABLE 2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN (SIMPLIFIED)

Traffic Level Sector Sector
(Flights 14 16

Per Controller Controller
Hour) No. No.

40 1 1
9 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6

50 1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6

60 1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6

TOTaL 36

examining the results of the first analysis, the groups factor was omitted
because the impact of the groups factor appeared to be diverse and slight.
The second design, then, was a three-factor analysis involving the variables
of subjects (6), sectors (2), and traffic densities (3), in which every subject
worked in every condition (table 2). The results will be discussed in terms
of this design. It should be remembered that if the assumptions of this design
were to be violated, the outcome would be in the direction of finding a higher
frequency of statistically significant outcomes, not a lesser one (reference 5).

The results of the second analysis of variance were followed up more closely
as to the differences between sectors at a given density by use of a nonpara-
metric test of bivariate symmetry developed by Hollander (reference 6). This
test was done because there were a few sector/density interactions, but more
importantly, because it was noticed that thu standard deviations sometimes
changed. This test checked the distribution similarity in all respects
between the two sectors, including both central tendency and variation. The
test is quite laborious since it involves an exact computation of probabilities.
It is intended for use with small sample sizes and it works in two stages; it

Il
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gives a result indicating acceptance or rejection of the hypothesis, or, if
unable to do that, it gives a random decision value (L). This can roughly be
interpreted as a less certain statement about the hypothesis. It is the prob-
ability of rejecting the hypothesis in a randomized decision. If this value
is low (e.g., .10), it would appear safe, but less than certain, to accept the
hypothesis of equality. The L value did occur in a few instances, as will be
discussed later.

INTERPRETATION OF DATA. The data of the experiment were the neasures of per-
formance obtained by the six subjects under the six conditions of the experi-
ment. As mentioned earlier, the basic data for each subject and the means
and standard deviations for each of the six conditions appear in figure 4.
Table 3 summarizes the results of the analysis of variance. Table 4 summarizes
the results of the test of the similarity in all respects of the distributions
of scores obtained in each sector at each density.

The 10 performance measures will now be discussed in order.

MEASURE 1--NIRIBER OF CONFLICTIONS/NUJMBER OF AIRCRAFT HANDLED. This ratio could
bc interpreted as the rate of cp..f.eiL.... e pr aircraft handled. Since the
number of aircraft handled increased with the scheduled traffic densities, as
did the conflictions, it is not surprising that this ratio remained constant
(or more or less so) across the three densities. It was also similar for the
two sectors. There were no statistically significant differences with sector
or density, nor was the interaction significant. It should be pointed out,
parenthetically, that any number of conflictions scored here does not mean
that the real system has that level of conflictions; the system is sate. The
traffic densities handled here are considerably higher than those in the real
system, and they are handled here by one man rather than a team of men,

MEASURE 2--NIUMBER OF CONFLiCTS/NUMBER OF DELAYS. This measure represents an
attempt to encapsulate toe comparative tendency of various controllers to err,
if they are going to err, in the direction of delays rather than conflictions,
or vice versa.

For this measure, it is believed that the sector/density interaction indicated
in Table 3 is simply spurious. It can be seen from the mean values presented
in the histogram that there were a few odd values in two of the conditions
which strongly affected the means. The density effect indicated by the analysis
of variance also seems irregular and probably spurious. The bivariate test
indicated no statistically significan' difference between the sectors at the
various respective densities.

MEASUIUR 3--NUMBER OF DELAYS/NU1MBER OF AIRCRAFT IN SAMPLE. This ratio might
have been expected to remain constant, or at least similar, across densities.
]t generally represents the number of delayed aircraft out of those in the
sample "available," as it were, for delay. Apparently the number of delays
increased faster than the number of aircraft in the three traffic samples did.
There was, then, a firm density effect, but no sector effect or interaction.

23
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MEASURE 4--CUMULATIVE DELAY TDIE/NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT IN SAMPLE. The total
cumulative delay time divided by the rumber of aircraft in the sample results
in the average delay time (in seconds) per aircraft in the sample. It will
be remembered that this delay time includes delay for handoffs into the subject's
sector and enroute delays. The delay time differences with density were regular
and significant. There was no sector main effect, nor was there a significant
interaction. The bivariate test picked up an L value between sectors at the
highest density, but the value was low, and so it can be considered that there
was no significant sector effect.

MEASURE 5--NUMBER OF COMPLETED FLIGHTS/NUIBER OF COMPLETABLE FLIGHTS. The
ratio behaved very regularly. There was a significant change with density,
a wide individual controller variation, and no difference as a function of
sector structure,

MEASLRE 6--NUMBER OF CONTACTS/NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT HANDLED This is the number
of contacts required per aircraft handled; i.e., accepted and moved through
the sector. There were about five to seven contacts per aircraft. There was
a statistically significant difference with density, but very probably not a
meaningful one. The spread among subjects was narrow and may not be very
meanlingful. This measure may need to be dropped or modified.

MEASURE 7--COMMUNICATION TIME/NUMBER OF CONTACTS. This is the average time
spent in talking each time there was communication between the controller and
pilot. A tendency to decrease with the number of aircraft (traffic density)
being faced is noticeable. There was some irregularity to be noted, however,
in the means for the six conditions, and this resulted in a statistically
significant interaction in the analysis of variance. Very likely, however,
this was exactly that, an irregularity, and not a meaningful interaction.
There were no significant differences found between the two sector distribu-
tions at corresponding densities. Individual differences in being able to
adapt communication length to situational demands are probably important.

MEASURE 8--NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT HANDLED/NUIMBER OF AIRCRAFT IN SAMPLE. In the
lowest traffic density, all subjects handled 100 percent of the aircraft in
both sectors. At the middle density, the mean values were 93 percent for
sector 14 and 88 percent for sector 16; a 5-percent difference favoring
sector 14. But at the highest density, the mean values were 84 percent for
sector 14 and 88 percent for sector 16; a 4-percent difference, this time
favoring sector 16. For this reason, the analysis of variance indicated a
statistically significant interaction between density and sector in addition
to the normally significant main effect for density. Responding to the inter-
action and looking at the densities separately,-we see that at the lowest
density there was no difference at all in the distribution; i.e., everyone
handled all the aircraft. The nonparametric test found essentially that the
distributions at the middle and high densities were not significantly dif-
ferent, despite the 4- or 5-percent differences mentioned above. In short,
there does not seem to be a clear-cut conclusion possible in regard to the
indications of this particular measure in this instance.
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MEASURE 9--CORRELATION HOLD-DELAY TRANSFORMATION, This measure was included
in this experiment as a result of some observations in previous work (reference 1).
There the correlation between the number of delays (or delay time) in a run and
the number ot aircraft handled in the same run seemed to be a measure which
was, in itself, sensitive to changes in density and controller ability (as
indicated on other grounds). For the measure here, successive 10-minute
periods of the run were used as the unit and a correlation was computed for
each run from these within-run data, even though it was realized that successive
time periods of the same run do not represent statistically independent data
points. The measure used is the Z transformation of the correlations for
computation purposes.

The measure did vary with density. The variation with density was not
statistically significant (the probability value was .16, not .05 or
less), but the trend was regular with density and in the direction predicted
by the earlier work which was referred to above (referenc• 1); i.e., a decreasing
correlation, tending toward a negative correlation as traffic density increased
and decreasing as individual proficiency was reflected as lower on other
measures.

This measure also indicated, although the indication was not at all close
to being statistically significant, that perhaps there was a slight tendency
for sector 16 to be easier.

MEASURE 10--SURPLUS OF IDENTS OVER NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT HANDLED. An "ident"
is shorthand for getting identification from an aircraft by means of a request
to the pilot to activate certain beacon equipment. This is done once,
in broadband (raw radar) control, upon acceptance of the handoff. On subsequent
occasions, the procedure is resorted to if doubt about the identity of
any aircraft being tracked arises. Therefore, the number of idents resorted
to above the number accepted (i.e., handled) was computed as a difference.

The statistical analysis of variance indicated a significant difference with
density but also a sector-by-density interaction. The interaction was so
complex as to suggest that part of it at least might be due to chance fluctua-
tions despite the statistical result. The number of surplus idents at low
density was higher for sector 14 than for sector 16, but was higher for
sector 16 than for sector 14 at both of the higher densities. This would
seem to indicate that a special situation involving some extra shrimpboat
handling and identification difficulty was present in sector 16, as was
confirmed subjectively.

REVIEW. The hypothesis stated that it was expected there would be such a strong
interaction between sector and density that equivalent distributions might
result from combinations of sector and density. In general, this strength of
interaction did not result. Onh the contrary, the effect of sector structure
was generally negligible, whereas the effect of density was most often very
strong. It would appear, in short, that all that is required for parallel
forms is to have the same level of traffic density, without regard to sector
structure,
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It should be remembered that the independent variation of structure of sectors
and traffic density is not possible in the field, which is why this finding
may seem to contradict field experience.

HEART RATE DATA.

The histograms in figure 5 show the basic heart rate difference data. To
review, for each run by each subject, a subtraction was made between his
average heart rate per minute during the run and his resting heart rate that
day, such as to indicate the Increase the run made over the rest rate. The
analysis of variance indicates a significant main effect between sectors and
between densities, and no significant interaction. The mean scores are plotted
in figure 6. The bivariate symmetry test indicates that only at the lowest
density are the distributions different between the sectors (this includes
the mean and standard deviation). The difference as a function of density was
expected, but the difference as a function of sector wa., surprising in view of
the previous analyses. The loss, due to technical difficulties with the data

Sfor 3 of the 36 runs, might have some bearing on the matter. Also to be con-
sidered was the fact that the differences between the two sectors at the dif-
ferent densities may not have been very great in absolute terms. The differ-
ences were approximately 13, 9, and 5 beats per minute between the means for

* sectors 14 and 16 at the low, medium, and high densities, respectively, with
the sector 16 values always higher.

Nonetheless, there would seem to be some indication here that more effort was
required when working sector 16. While it was not a resounding difference or
even very conclusive, it would seem wise to consider the possibility that the
two sectors might have required different levels of effort to produce the same
average performance.

SECTOR CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFOMMANCE.

The indication that the sectors were essentially similar, despite having been

chosen on the basis of being apparently quite different, was surprising. Col-
laboration was therefore sought by reference to an Important recent theoretical
analysis of air traffic procedures and movements. This is the work by Ratner
et al., of Stanford Research Institute (SRI). SRI has developed what it feels
is a mathematical expression which is reflective of the difficulty of a sector.
It is based, among other things, on the number of intersections in a sector.

In that respect, at least, the two sectors used here are remarkobly different,
since one sector has only one major intersection and the other has several.
Using a nomograph prepared by SRI (reference 7) and the equations described
in an associated report (reference 8), data from an average run were examinpd
and the parameters required by the formulations were derived.

Using the derived parameters, the Stanford CDI (Control Difficulty Index) was
computed for the six sector/density combinations. Higher CDI values were found
for sector 14 than for sector 16. The CDI data are plotted in figure 7. On

the assumption that number of delays was an index of actual control difficulty,
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the average delay score was also plotted in figure 7. In order to plot

both scores on the same scale, they were each expressed as a proportion of

their own highest value. It may be seen from the figure that there was some

agreement but also some difference between the empirical data and the math-
ematically derived index values.

Realizing the limitations of the procedure described above, the main point is

only that such mathematical approximations can be validated and probably

refined by the use of real time simulation. Occasional attempts to apply such
models and verify them will be one part of the current project, since a method

of determining, at least approximately, the relative difficulty of a traffic
sample/sector combination in advance of any runs would be a useful tool for
this work.

DIGRESSION.

After this long discussion of the difference between sectors, a digression

would appear desirable to restore the focus to the basic purpose of the work,

wihich is, after all, nut the difference between sectors, but the difference
between individuals. For this reason, the score profiles on selected measures

for two subjects on the two sectors (at the middle density) are presented in

figure 8. These subjects were chosen, for illustrative purposes, to be those

whose profiles on the basic measures differed the most. The profiles are in

terms of standard scores, which are a method of reducing scores uo common

units. (For further information, the reader is referred to standard psychometric

statistics sources, such as McNemar, reference 9).

It may be seen from the profiles that the two controllers perform quite dif-

ferently, and that the examination of such profiles could be diagnostically

informative. Looking at the top half of the illustration, we see the perform-

ance profiles of the two controllers when working with sector 14. Controller A

has his lower scores on the left half of the profile- rnnrroller B has his

lower scores on the right half of the profile. Looking at the lower half of

the page, it can be seen that the pattern is essentially repeated: controller A

has his lower scores on Lhe left half of the profile and controller B has his

lower scores on the right half of his profile. The two controllers followed

their same patterns of action in both sectors. It happens, incidentally, that

the three scores on the left side of the profiles are of a negative sort; high

scores mean more conflictions, more delays, and more delay time. On the right

half of the profile, the scores are more positive; more completed flights,

more of the available aircraft handled, and a more positive score on the corre-

lation--transformnation index.

This illustration is intended to show how such profiles can be instructive

concerning individual performance patterns.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND PERSPECTIVE

This experiment has contributed much information to guide future steps in the
development of the Controller Performance Measurement (CPM) system. It has
also reinforced old information. Reaffirmed, for example, is the perennially
forgotten, or ignored, fact that there are wide differences among air traffic
controllers in their ability to handle the identical traffic in the identical
sector. Also demonstrated has been the fact that it is possible to measure
the results of these differences in traffic-handling performance in a com-
pletely objective manner with only the computer doing the data collection.

The main contribution of this particular experiment appears to be the provid-
ing of an initial indication that sectors and their structure (three-dimensional)
do not, if traffic density is controlled (i.e., kept constant or comparable),
appear to be a very large contributor to control difficulty. They are factors
to be considered, of course, but these are not major factors, compared to
traffic density level. Perhaps the reason why this has not been realized is
that it is difficult to think of a sector without its customary level of traffic.

On the other hand, it is necessary to forcefully point out that this PýnOE
experiment is only that; it gives an indication. The sample of subjects was
limited and small, and the data points were few. The plan is that thern will
be opportunity to verify these conclusions on a broader base later during the
process of developing and refining CPM.

There is a considerable amount of work yet to be done in developing a CPM
system. Some redesign of measures would appear to be needed. Future experi-
ments must more directly examine the problem of minimal optimal traffic sample
length; 1 hour is certainly not enough. Even though these are probing experi-
ments, not intended to be conclusive, but rather to guide future processes,
more aub.ects should be obtained if possible. Effort measurement in CPM
(such as heart rate) and the meaning of differences in effort, as distinct
from differences in performance, must be determined.

The next experiment planned in this series of small probe experiments will
deal with the process of learning a given sector/density combination. Learn-
ing curves will be plotted for six consecutive sessions.
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